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Executive summary
The goal of this deliverable is to estimate the potential emission savings achievable by
training European drivers in ecodriving practices to decrease their individual emissions
without changing their vehicle. These ecodriving practices include using correct tire
inflation levels, reducing unneeded loads in the vehicle, reducing use of air conditioning,
improving shifting behaviour, reducing maximum speed on motorways, optimising
acceleration and braking behaviour, reducing time spent idling, and optimising trip timing
and routing to reduce the number of cold starts and avoid situations of heavy traffic.
The uCARe project ran pilot projects in 5 countries with 72 drivers to gain experience in
the effectiveness of ecodriving training. In these pilots over 1500 hours of driving data
were gathered with an onboard device to allow quantification of drivers’ performance
improvement due to ecodriving training. Drivers were also given surveys before and after
the ecodriving training to better understand their willingness and ability to implement the
ecodriving practices introduced in the training. During the pilots, drivers also had access
to tools such as an app and a website that showed them their recorded data, estimated
their pollutant emissions for each trip, and gave them personalised tips to improve their
ecodriving performance.
Combining the knowledge gained in the pilots with available vehicle usage statistics for
the European fleet and the Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA), the
results were generalised to estimate the average emission reduction potentials that could
result from training all European drivers in ecodriving. We developed two cases for the
implementation: “best” or “best-case” refer to the upper limit of the emission savings
that could be obtained with perfect implementation of all the ecodriving practices; “mostlikely” represents a more realistic scenario regarding what could be achieved if all
European drivers were to be given regular ecodriving training and were similarly
motivated as the pilot participants to implement the required changes to their behaviour.
The overall relative emission savings compared to normal driving are shown in the below
figure. These results are for an average European car in the year 2020 under an average
mix of driving conditions, with all ecodriving interventions applied. These results show that
the most-likely implementation of ecodriving (orange bars) could lead to 15-25% savings
for emissions of CO2, NOx, CO, and PM. In the best-case, the savings could be up to 3040% for most pollutants, and over 50% for non-exhaust PM emissions.
Furthermore, the results shown in this report provide information regarding how to target
driver training towards drivers of specific vehicle types and for specific areas of ecodriving
to maximise improvement potential while reducing the number of drivers that need to be
trained.

Figure 0-1 Best-case and most-likely overall emission savings potential compared
to normal driving if all interventions are implemented. Results are for an average
European vehicle in 2020 under average driving conditions.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background uCARe
With four million people dying annually due to outdoor pollution, improvement of air
quality has become one of society’s main challenges. In Europe, traffic and transport
greatly affect air quality, specifically passenger cars and commercial vehicles and to a
lesser extent non-road mobile machinery. While technical improvements and more
stringent legislation have had a significant impact, traffic and transport emissions are still
too high and air quality is still poor. Although the use of electric and other zero-emission
propulsion technologies may drastically reduce the pollutant exhaust emissions from
traffic, the slow introduction of such vehicles means that vehicles with internal
combustion engines are expected to dominate the fleet beyond 2030. This project is the
first opportunity to improve emissions of vehicles, not by improving vehicle technology,
but by actively involving vehicle users and enabling their contribution to clean driving.
So far, expertise on pollutant emissions has mainly been used to advise European policy
makers on the limited effectiveness of emission legislation (through real-world emission
factors such as HBEFA, VERSIT+, and COPERT) and how to reduce traffic and transport
pollutant emissions. The numerous existing mitigation methods are rarely extended to
include the perspectives of users. In this context, uCARe enables the next essential step:
providing user-targeted emission reduction measures. These measures will be
implemented and evaluated in real-life pilot projects.
The overall aim of uCARe is to reduce the overall pollutant emissions of the existing
combustion engine vehicle fleet by providing vehicle users with simple and effective tools
to decrease their individual emissions and to support stakeholders with interest in local air
quality in selecting feasible intervention strategies that lead to the desired user behaviour.
The overall aim is accompanied by the following objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

To identify user-influenced vehicle emission aspects (such as driving behaviour,
maintenance, and vehicle replacement parts choice).
To determine the emission reduction potential of each vehicle emission aspect with
help of the uCARe model developed within a toolbox.
To develop a toolbox, containing models and emission reduction measures, that
enables stakeholders to identify the most appropriate intervention strategies that
reflect the specific users and their motivation.
Support policy makers and other stakeholders with an interest in air quality,
such as municipalities or trade organizations, in identifying intervention strategies
that translate the measures into desired behaviour of the user.
To test and evaluate intervention strategies in a set of pilot projects conducted with
various target user groups in at least four European countries. The pilot projects
illustrate effectiveness and feasibility of the toolbox and intervention strategies
developed on its basis.
Perform an impact assessment of the intervention strategies effectiveness in terms
of cost, penetration, achieved emission reductions, and lasting effects.
Actively feed European cities and international parties with uCARe learning and
results, via awareness-raising campaigns, communication tools, interactive web
application and other dissemination activities. Open access to the broad public to the
toolbox, data and developed tools.
Summarise the findings in blueprints for rolling out different user-oriented emission
reduction programmes, based on successful pilots.
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1.2 Purpose of the document
The purpose of this document is to provide a summary of the findings in WP4 for policy
makers.

1.3 Document Structure
Chapter 1 gives background information on the uCARe project. Chapter 2 describes the
methods used to estimate the potential emission savings of ecodriving. Chapter 3 presents
the most important results of Task 4.3 in a format suitable for non-experts.

1.4 Deviations from original DoW
1.4.1 Description of work related to deliverable as given in DoW
Based on the outputs of Tasks 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, we will prepare a report targeted towards
policy makers at the EU, national and also city/regional level, informing them about the
usefulness of individual measures and interventions directed at consumer behaviour in
comparison to legislative measures to lower vehicle emissions.
1.4.2 Time deviations from original DoW
In the original DoW, submission was foreseen in M36. Revised submission is in M42.
1.4.3 Content deviations from original DoW
None
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2 Methods
2.1 Description of interventions
In this section, we describe the different interventions that were examined in the uCARe
project. Interventions are changes drivers can make in their behaviour to reduce their
driving emissions. We refer to the implementation of these interventions as “ecodriving”,
which we characterise as changing driving behaviour with the goal of reducing not only
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions, but also reducing pollutant emissions. Table 2-1 lists
the interventions included in the uCARe project.
Table 2-1 Summary of individual interventions
Intervention

Description

Default

Normal or default driving by untrained drivers

Tire

Drivers are encouraged to monitor their tire inflation and to use
winter tires only when appropriate. They are also asked to consider
the most efficient tires possible when choosing replacements.

Load

Drivers are encouraged to remove unneeded roof boxes and bicycle
racks. Furthermore, drivers are asked to remove unneeded things
from their vehicle, as they increase the mass that needs to be carried
around, making the vehicle work harder.

AC

Drivers are asked to reduce their use of air conditioning and other
auxiliary devices, such as seat heaters, to only when they’re really
needed.

Shift

Drivers are given tips on how to improve their shifting behavior to
minimise fuel consumption and pollutant emissions.

Speed

Drivers are asked to keep their maximum speed below 120 km/h.

Acceleration

Drivers are encouraged to accelerate strongly (but not maximally)
until speeds of around 50 km/h and to limit their acceleration above
this speed.

Brake

Drivers are asked to brake gently and to use engine brakes where
possible. Furthermore, drivers are asked to look ahead and try to
avoid slowing down only to have to speed up again. For example,
when approaching a red light that is expected to turn green soon, it’s
better to slow down earlier and more gently so that braking emissions
are reduced and the need to reaccelerate is reduced.

Idling

Drivers are asked to turn their engines off when they expect to
remain stopped for longer than 30 seconds.

Traffic

Drivers are encouraged to plan their routes considering how many
other cars are on the road. Perhaps the trip can wait until the traffic
is less, or perhaps a different route can be taken where traffic flows
more smoothly.

Cold start

Drivers are asked to chain their trips together to reduce the number
of cold starts that that the vehicle makes.
Page 9
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2.2 Input from real drivers
To quantify the potential emission savings of these interventions, pilots were run with a
total of 721 drivers in Cyprus, Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands, and the UK, collecting
over 1700 hours of second-by-second driving data. Before starting the pilots, drivers were
first asked to fill out a survey to provide a baseline of their understanding of ecodriving. At
this time a device was installed into their vehicle that measures their driving behavior. This
device allows recording of driving parameters such as location, speed, acceleration, and
gear choice, and uploads the data to an online platform, the uCARe website. After this, the
driver is asked to go about their normal driving for a certain amount of time while behaving
normally. This provides the baseline against which the drivers performance after ecodriving
training can be compared.
At the end of the base period, the driver is provided with training in ecodriving. They are
also given access to the uCARe website, which shows them a log all their trips and provides
feedback on their driving style and how they may improve their driving to reduce emissions
even further. After the ecodriving training the drivers are asked to try to implement the
interventions listed in Table 2-1 while going about their daily driving and to regularly
consult the website to monitor their progress in implementing the principles of ecodriving.
After several weeks (or, in some pilots, much longer) the pilot ends and the driver is given
a final survey that asks them about their experiences. They are asked questions about how
well they thought they implemented ecodriving as well as how difficult they found it to
implement the interventions.
For more information about the pilots, see deliverables 3.4 [1], 3.5 [2], and 3.6 [3] from
the uCARe project (www.project-ucare.eu/). For more information regarding how the input
from real drivers was used to model the potential emission savings, see deliverable 4.2
[4].

2.3 Modelling potential emission savings
The goal of Task 4.3 of the uCARe project is to generalise the findings of the pilots to
determine the overall potential emission savings of implementing ecodriving on a broad
scale. This section will briefly summarize the methods used for this task.
In section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 we introduce the uCARe PHEM tool and the Handbook Emission
Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA), which form the backbone of the modelling framework
used here. In section 2.3.3 we describe the modelling procedure for the emissions savings
in more detail. In sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5, we describe how we estimate average European
driving situations and vehicle shares in the average European fleet, respectively. These are
part of the scaling up of the potential emission savings to a broader context, which we
present in chapter 3.
Interested readers are pointed to deliverable 4.2 from the uCARe project, which describes
this methodology and the results in much more detail (www.project-ucare.eu/) [4].
2.3.1 The uCARe PHEM tool
The PHEM tool is a vehicle simulation tool developed by TU Graz. PHEM stands for
Passenger car and Heavy-duty Emission Model. The PHEM tool has been in development
since the late 1990s and has been significantly extended for use in the uCARe project. The

1

Out of 72 total participants, 41 drivers completed both the before and after surveys. Driving data
from both before and after driver training was successfully gathered for 45 drivers.
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PHEM tool is the main source of emissions data for the Handbook Emission Factors for Road
Transport (HBEFA), described in the next section.
In a nutshell, the uCARe PHEM tool takes information describing a vehicle (such as weight,
rolling resistance, air resistance, and specific engine emission maps), and driving
information (such as velocity, engine speed, road gradient) to calculate the fuel
consumption and emissions associated with that trip as driven by that vehicle.
The major development in the uCARe project is that the uCARe PHEM tool can now also
calculate emissions for a given trip in “superECO” mode, which essentially recalculates the
same trip as if it were driven by a professional driver practicing perfect ecodriving: the
maximum acceleration is reduced, braking behaviour is optimised, and the gear selection
is optimised to minimize the sum of internal costs due to fuel consumption and external
costs due to emissions of NOx, PM, and CO2. For more information about the uCARe PHEM
tool, see deliverable 2.2 from the uCARe project (www.project-ucare.eu/) [5].
2.3.2 The Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA)
The Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA) [6] is a database that provides
emission factors for all current vehicle categories (PC, LDV, HGV, urban buses, coaches
and motorcycles), each divided into different categories, for a wide variety of traffic
situations. Emission factors for all regulated and the most important non-regulated
pollutants as well as fuel/energy consumption and CO2 are included. The HBEFA contains
country-specific information for Austria, France, Germany, Norway, Sweden, and
Switzerland. The emission factors, traffic situations and fleet information in HBEFA for
these countries form the basis of the analysis presented in the deliverable.
2.3.3 Modelling ecodriving interventions
We use the uCARe PHEM tool in WP4 to estimate the emission savings potential of
ecodriving interventions on a European scale under the basic assumption that all drivers
could be given regular training in ecodriving and that they would be similarly motivated to
change their driving behavior as the pilot participants.
As a basis for this estimation, we use the 27 default passenger car types (petrol, diesel,
and CNG fuel types with emission standards ranging from pre-Euro to Euro 6d), and 2345
driving cycles from HBEFA in the PHEM model. These vehicles and driving cycles are also
used as the basis to calculate the emission factors for HBEFA. Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5
describe how we estimate average European driving by taking weighted averages of these
vehicle types and driving cycles.
We model the emissions savings potential of each intervention by changing the relevant
input parameters in the uCARe PHEM tool and comparing the result of the calculation with
the emissions calculated with the default inputs. For each intervention, we model both a
best-case and a most-likely implementation. The best-case implementation is based on the
upper limit of what is reasonably possible for a driver to implement. The most-likely case
is based on experience gained from the pilots regarding how willing and successful drivers
were in implementing each intervention.
Where possible, we use measured pilot data for the creation of the most-likely
implementations2. For interventions where direct measurements were impossible (for
example, we were unable to take daily tire pressure readings on the participants’ vehicles),
we relied on the survey results of the drivers to estimate their own compliance to the
ecodriving protocols. In some cases, we also extended the pilot survey results with other

2

For example, the best-case implementation of the “Acceleration” intervention is based on
theoretical considerations built into the uCARe PHEM Tool. For the most-likely implementation,
we created a new maximum acceleration curve using the 90th percentile of what trained drivers
were able to accomplish in the pilots.
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surveys performed in work package 3; see deliverable 3.6 [3] from the uCARe project
(www.project-ucare.eu/) for more information.
Interested readers are pointed to deliverable 4.2 from the uCARe project [4], which
describes this methodology in much more detail (www.project-ucare.eu/).
2.3.4 European average driving situations
We estimate the European average shares of driving on each road type, speed limit, and
level of service3 based on shares of traffic situations in the Handbook for Emission Factors
(HBEFA) version 4.2. This data source includes highly detailed information on the vehicle
fleets and traffic situations of Germany, France, Austria, Sweden, Norway, and Switzerland.
We assume that the weighted average shares of traffic situations of the six countries in
HBEFA can be used as an approximation for the European average. The resulting European
average shares of mileage at each speed limit and level of service are shown in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 European average mileage shares by speed limit and level of service.
2.3.5 European average traffic shares by fuel type and Euro class
We also estimate the average shares in the total mileage of the European fleet using
detailed information from the HBEFA version 4.2. This detailed fleet information is scaled
to be more representative for Europe as a whole by using data from EuroStat [7] to correct
for the average age distribution of the fleet as well as shares of gasoline, CNG, and diesel
vehicles across Europe. Figure 2-2 shows the resulting vehicle kilometer shares in the
average European fleet for the years 2020, 2025, and 2030.
The share of vehicle kilometers in 2020 is dominated by vehicles with Euro categories 4 to
6ab with smaller shares of earlier and more recent Euro classes. By 2030 it is expected
that the fleet will be dominated by Euro 6d vehicles, though still with significant
contributions from vehicles with Euro class 4 to 6ab and a quickly growing share of
alternative powertrains, mostly battery electric vehicles.

3

Level of Service (LOS) defines the level of congestion on a road, which has a significant influence
on driving behaviours such as average speed, average acceleration, and time spent idling. The
LOS ranges from Freeflow, which represents low traffic volume and smoothly flowing traffic at
speeds near the speed limit, to Stop+go_II, which represents gridlock conditions.
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Figure 2-2 Average European share of vehicle kilometers (vkm) by fuel type and
Euro class for the years 2020, 2025, and 2030

3 Results and discussion
3.1 What are the overall potential emission savings due to
ecodriving?
The overall relative emission savings potential of ecodriving compared to normal driving
are shown in Figure 3-1. These results are for an average European car in the year 2020
under an average mix of driving conditions, with all ecodriving interventions applied. These
results show that the most-likely implementation of ecodriving (orange bars) could lead to
10-20% savings for emissions of CO2, NOx, CO, and PM10. In the best-case, the savings
could be up to 30-40% for most pollutants, and over 50% for non-exhaust PM10 emissions.
We note that the uncertainty for non-exhaust PM10 emissions is large as the method is still
in development.
Passenger cars were driven roughly 2.7 trillion kilometers in Europe in 20204 and were
responsible for approximately 1160 thousand tonnes of NOx emissions and 29 thousand
tonnes of PM10 emissions (exhaust only) [8]. If all European drivers were able to apply
ecodriving as successfully as in the most-likely scenario of the uCARe project, this could
result in roughly 175 thousand tonnes of NOx and 3.1 thousand tonnes of PM10 emissions
saved per year across Europe (EU27). Compared to total annual emissions from all sources
in Europe this is 2.9% of annual NOx and 0.18% of annual PM10 emissions.
In terms of CO2 emissions, the savings for the most likely ecodriving case are estimated
to be 18 g/km for an average European car in the year 2020. If scaled up to all of Europe,
this corresponds to a total emission savings potential of 48 million tonnes per year, or
roughly 1.4% of the annual European CO2 emissions from all sources [9].
Detailed Delta EF results for different vehicle types and driving situations are also included
as an Excel table in Appendix C of uCARe Deliverable 4.2 [4], with which interested readers
may estimate the emission savings potential of their own vehicle or fleet. The following
sections explain these results in more detail.

4

This is a rough estimate based on the 2019 value of 5.4 trillion passenger kilometres (of which
79.6% from passenger cars) in the EU 27 [11]. Further we assume 1.6 passengers per vehicle.
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Figure 3-1 Best-case and most-likely overall emission savings potential compared
to normal driving if all interventions are implemented. Results are for an average
European vehicle in 2020 under average driving conditions.

3.2 Which ecodriving interventions are the most promising?
Figure 3-2 compares the relative emission savings potential of each intervention for an
average European vehicle in 2020 under an average mix of driving conditions. Each panel
shows results for a different substance. The first five panels show direct exhaust emissions
from the vehicle, while the bottom right panel shows PM10 non-exhaust emissions, which
include emissions from both brake and tire wear. The y-axis represents the emission
savings potential of each individual intervention relative to normal driving, with positive
values indicating emission savings compared to untrained drivers. The blue bars show the
results for the best-case implementation of one intervention, while the orange bars show
the results for the most-likely implementations. The results for the implementation of all
interventions simultaneously are shown in Figure 3-15. Results for different vehicle types
are shown in Figure 3-3.
Improvements in CO2 emissions and fuel consumption are caused mostly by the
interventions Tyre, AC6, Load, and Speed. The Tyre and AC interventions contribute well
over half of the improvements in the most-likely case. NOx reductions are found to be
largest for the interventions Tire, Speed, and Load, with contributions from Acceleration
and AC. CO emission improvements come nearly exclusively from the interventions Speed
and Acceleration. Reductions in HC emissions in the best-case are most affected by
reducing the number of cold starts, but no changes in this driver behaviour were found in
the pilots, so the most-likely improvements to HC emissions remain quite small. Reductions
in PM10 emissions are found to result from small improvements across seven out of the ten
interventions examined, with the largest improvements coming from the Tyre intervention.
Non-exhaust PM10 emission reductions are found to come mostly from the Load and Brake
interventions. In the best case, some improvements are also expected due to the
intervention to avoid heavy traffic, as this reduces driving situations where lots of braking
is required.

5

We note that the overall improvement potential is slightly less than the sum of the relative
improvements, as some effects overlap. For example, the improvement potential of removing
roof racks is slightly reduced when drivers avoid driving at very high speeds and vice versa.

6

The emissions savings potential for the best-case AC intervention for more recent Euro classes
are very optimistic and should be considered an upper bound of potential savings.
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Figure 3-2 Relative improvement of each intervention compared to normal driving
for an average 2020 European vehicle in average driving conditions. The blue and
orange bars represent results for the best-case and most-likely implementations
of each intervention respectively.

3.3 Which vehicle types have the most potential for improvement?
Figure 3-3 compares the absolute improvement potential in g/km for selected vehicle types
and the fleet averages in 2020, 2025, and 2030 if all interventions are implemented
concurrently. The bars represent the best-case emission savings potential when compared
to normal driving. These are the maximum savings that could be expected if all the
interventions could be applied perfectly by the drivers. The dots represent the potential
savings from the most-likely implementation of each intervention compared to normal
driving. The blue colors represent average European vehicles in the years 2020, 2025, and
2030, while the orange and green colors represent diesel and gasoline vehicles,
respectively.
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Figure 3-3 Overall improvement potential in g/km for different light duty vehicle
types (fuel and Euro class) if all interventions are applied. Bars represent bestcase implementation of each intervention, while dots represent most-likely
implementations.
The overall CO2 emission improvement potentials are similar across vehicle types: around
50-60 g/km in the best-case, and 15-20 g/km in the most-likely case. The relative
contribution of each intervention varies across vehicle types. For example, earlier vehicles
generally show less benefit from reducing AC use (as air conditioning and other power
consuming auxiliaries are less common among these vehicles) but show relatively greater
potential improvements due to interventions that reduce maximum speed (due to generally
higher aerodynamic drag coefficients) or improvement regarding acceleration and shifting.
Delta EF results disaggregated by vehicle type, intervention, and traffic situation are
available in Appendix C of uCARe deliverable 4.2 [4].
The improvement potential for pollutant emissions depends strongly on the vehicle fuel
type, as well as the Euro class. For example, diesel vehicles with emission standards prior
to Euro 6d-temp show the largest potential improvement for NOx. The improvement
potential for carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbons (HC) is largest for gasoline
vehicles, especially earlier Euro classes. The largest driver in reducing carbon monoxide
emissions is found to be the improvement in acceleration behavior and reduction of
maximum speed. For hydrocarbon emissions, the improvement potential is found to be
overwhelmingly dominated by the potential to reduce the number of cold starts by trip
chaining and other measures. The overall improvement potential for CO and HC emissions
from diesel vehicles is found to be near zero or even slightly negative. This is because the
ideal shifting intervention slightly increases the emissions of these two pollutants for diesel
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vehicles7. While an increase in the emission of these pollutants is certainly not desirable,
the modified shifting performance leads to significant reductions in CO2, NOx and PM10
emissions for these vehicles at the expense of small increases in CO and HC emissions.
Absolute exhaust PM10 emission reduction potential is dominated by earlier diesel vehicles
without particle filters. The emissions for these vehicles could have been reduced by over
15% by improving shifting behavior alone in the best-case, though drivers had difficulty in
meeting the ideal shifting criteria, so the improvement due to shifting behaviour was less
than 2% in the most-likely case. Overall, drivers are expected to be able to reduce their
PM10 emissions by about 10% on average in the most-likely case.
The improvement potential for PM10 non-exhaust emissions is dominated by potential
reductions in brake wear emissions due to improved braking performance. The best-case
implementation of this intervention is very optimistic and assumes that all heavy braking
events can be avoided, which is unlikely to be possible during real driving. In the pilots,
real drivers were found to be able to achieve less than 15% of the ideal braking reduction
potential, which explains the large difference between the results for the best-case and
most-likely implementations of this intervention.
It is noted that the fleet average reduction potentials for all pollutants are found to
decrease in the future. This is because, on the one hand, the future fleet has a higher share
of more modern vehicles, which generally have lower improvement potentials, and, on the
other hand, because the future fleet has a higher share of alternative powertrains, which
have no improvement potential for exhaust pollutant and CO 2 emissions. However, the
non-exhaust emissions and energy consumption (not calculated here) can still be improved
by following these interventions with alternative drivetrain vehicles.

3.4 Which vehicle types and interventions should driver training
focus on?
Figure 3-4 shows the relative contributions of different vehicle types and interventions to
the overall improvement potential in the best-case. The right side of the figure shows the
overall improvement potential for the best and most-likely case implementations of all
interventions, disaggregated by vehicle type. These results are weighted by the overall
share of vehicle kilometers driven by that vehicle type in the European fleet. The left-hand
panes of the figure further break the improvement potential down by each intervention.
The results in this figure give information about where targeted driver training could be
the most impactful. For example, PM10 emissions are shown in the bottom row of the figure.
The bottom right pane shows that earlier diesel vehicles with Euro classes 0-3 and 4
combined make up nearly 80% of the overall best-case improvement potential for PM10
emissions (though only about a fifth of these improvements can be expected in the mostlikely case). This improvement potential is significant, considering that these vehicles
contribute only about 20% of the total vehicle kilometers driven by the European fleet (as
shown in Figure 2-2). When looking at the bottom left panel, we see that most of the
overall best-case improvement potential for PM10 emissions (around 35%) would come
from improving the shifting behavior of drivers of earlier (Euro 0-4) diesel vehicles. Thus,
targeting ecodriving training towards only drivers of earlier diesel vehicles and focussing
the training on improving shifting behaviour would have the highest benefit in terms of
emission reduction with minimum effort.
CO2 reduction potentials, on the other hand, are more diffuse and are spread evenly across
all vehicle types and are due to multiple interventions. Therefore, campaigns designed to
reduce CO2 emissions do not need to be as sensitive to the vehicle type, but should focus
7

The optimal shifting intervention is designed to seek out the optimum gear to minimize the sum
of costs associated with fuel and the external costs of the emissions. See uCARe deliverable 2.2
for more information.
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first on reducing air conditioning use, checking tire pressure, removing extra loads and
roof boxes, and reducing avoidable braking events, and secondly on improving shifting
behaviour, reducing maximum speed and smoothing accelerations.

Figure 3-4 Share of overall best-case emission savings potential by vehicle type
and intervention.

3.5 Does ecodriving take longer?
Our results show that ecodriving doesn’t take significantly longer than normal driving under
average conditions. In fact, most interventions do not take any additional time at all. The
interventions that do require additional trip time are the reduction of the maximum speed
to 120 km/h and avoidance of hard accelerations. These results are shown in Figure 3-5.
For average driving conditions (the grey horizontal line in the figure), ecodriving adds less
than 1 minute per hundred kilometers in the most-likely case (left) and just over 1 minute
per 100 km in the most aggressive best-case (right). When considering different driving
conditions, the largest time penalties are found in motorway driving conditions, though
even in average motorway situations, the time lost is less than 5 minutes per 100 km.
In the extreme case (motorway driving with speed limit 130 km/h and free-flowing traffic
conditions) the time lost due to limiting the maximum speed to 120 km/h instead of
130 km/h is still less than 7 minutes per 100 km, while fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
are reduced by over 10%. Moreover, limiting the maximum speed reduces PM10 emissions
for an average car by 18% and NOx emissions by 27%.
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Figure 3-5 Additional time required per 100 km for different driving situations.

3.6 How does ecodriving compare to legislative measures?
Figure 3-6 shows the absolute emissions in grams per kilometer for normal driving (bars)
overlaid with results for the best-case (dark dots) and most-likely (light dots)
implementation of all interventions. The six panels show results for different pollutants,
and the x-axis represents different vehicle types. This figure is different from Figure 3-3
because this figure shows absolute emissions per kilometer, instead of emission savings
relative to normal driving per kilometer.
Legislative measures, such as the increasingly strict exhaust and CO2 emission limits placed
on newly registered vehicles have progressively reduced European passenger car fleet
emissions over the past decades and will continue to reduce average fleet emissions into
the future (blue bars in Figure 3-6). However, these measures are limited to the timelines
at which the fleet is replaced, and improvements are measured on the scale of years to
decades. Conversely, a wide-reaching ecodriving training campaign could lead to emission
reductions of a similar magnitude, but over a much faster timeline.
A Europe-wide campaign introducing the ecodriving measures from the uCARe project
could have significant implications on the average emission factors of the fleet. For
example, the 2020 fleet with the most-likely implementation of all measures has lower fuel
consumption and specific CO2 emissions than a fleet 5 years newer under normal driving
conditions. Regarding specific NOx emissions of diesel passenger cars, a Euro 4 car driven
with the most-likely implementation of the interventions could have nearly the same
emissions as a Euro 5 car after software updates. In the best-case, its emissions could be
reduced to below the level of an average Euro 6ab diesel car.
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Figure 3-6 Emissions per kilometer in g/km if all interventions are applied
concurrently. Bars represent default driving, while dots represent the best-case
and most-likely implementation of each intervention.

3.7 What are the benefits of ecodriving to local air quality in cities?
The potential emission savings due to ecodriving in urban and rural areas are shown in
Figure 3-7. We find that, in the best-case implementation, the potential savings for most
emissions are larger in urban areas compared to rural areas8. However, in the most-likely
results the potential emission savings for the interventions Brake and Acceleration are
much smaller than in the best-case, which more strongly affects urban driving than rural
driving. As a result, the potential emission savings in the most-likely result are more similar
for urban and rural areas. Overall, we find the potential emission reductions in urban
environments to be between 5% and 20% for all pollutants, representing a significant
potential improvement.

8
The exception to this trend is for the CO emissions savings potential, where emission savings potential is larger
in rural areas. This is because these emission savings are mostly due to reducing the maximum speed travelled
by gasoline powered cars and rural driving has a higher share of fast driving than urban driving.
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Figure 3-7 Relative emission savings compared to normal driving in rural and
urban areas for an average 2020 European vehicle in average driving conditions.
In Task 4.5 of the uCARe project (see Deliverable D4.5 of the uCARe research program
[10]) air quality models were run for the cities of Zürich, Gothenburg, and Amsterdam to
compare three driving styles: normal driving, ecodriving (best-case) and ecodriving (mostlikely). These air quality models showed that the improvement to urban air quality due to
implementing ecodriving on a large scale can be significant with reductions of up to
5.6 µg NO2/m3 and up to 1.2 µg PM2.5/m3 (5th percentile), depending on city and scenario.
The observed reduction is similar for all study areas and models, which indicates that the
findings are robust.
Even in the most-likely scenario, a substantial reduction in air pollutant concentration is
seen along main roads in all studied cities, as there is where the most traffic is found. The
study area for the modelling focuses on the city centre, which is densely populated in all
three cities. This means that the emission reductions achieved by the measures
significantly reduce the exposure of the population to high concentrations of air
pollutants. As expected, the difference between the scenarios is generally higher for 2019
than 2030, which is due to improvements in the average emission factors of the fleet in
these years. This implies that a rapid implementation of the proposed measures and
interventions would have the largest overall benefit to urban air pollution.

3.8 How can we make ecodriving more effective?
The potential emission savings in the most-likely case are lower than the best-case
emission savings because of two main limitations. The first is that not all drivers are willing
to change their driving behavior. An example of this could be that some drivers really enjoy
the feeling of hard accelerations and high engine speeds and are not willing to give up this
driving experience in exchange for a reduction in fuel consumption and emissions. In
general, we found that two-thirds to three-quarters of drivers in the pilots were willing to
change their driving behavior and showed quantifiable performance improvements in most
of the measured metrics. We note that the drivers willing to participate in the pilots
probably show above average motivation to improve their driving behavior and that
achieving this participation rate among all European drivers could be difficult.
The second, and perhaps more important, reason that the most-likely savings are lower
than the best-case is that drivers are not always able to reach the theoretical optimal
performance of ecodriving. Examples of this could be that achieving the ideal shifting
performance is too complex for some drivers or that it is very difficult to achieve optimal
braking behaviour in the uncertain conditions of real driving and that some hard braking
events are unavoidable. Moreover, the frequency of such events in real traffic conditions
are unknown. We found that the drivers in the pilots often had great difficulty achieving
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the optimal driving styles that would be associated with best-case emission savings in real
life driving situations. In many cases, drivers were able to achieve less than 10% of the
improvements that would be associated with the theoretical ideal.
While the uCARe project provided many useful insights into the potential of ecodriving to
reduce emissions, there is still much room for further research into how to make ecodriving
training more effective to A) motivate a greater share of drivers to implement ecodriving
practices and B) to help drivers move their ecodriving performance closer to the theoretical
ideal.
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